
90s Throwback Crafts 
 

  
Each kit includes: 

● Pony beads (27- main, 22- secondary, 2- eyes) 
● String (3ft) 
● Square paper 
● 1 paper set of instructions 

 
You will need: 

● Scissors 
● Glue 
● Coloring/drawing stuff 
● Keychain loop (optional) 

 
    For today’s craft, we’re going back to the 1990s!  There are 2 sets of instructions included 
today, so if you want the coolest craft make sure to read the full instructions (including optional 
steps or notes) before starting. 
 
Multicolor Beaded Lizard Steps: 

1.   Pick up a main main, slide it to the center, and make sure the cords are equal on both 

sides. 

2.   For the next beads, string 2 main onto one side (not all the way up) and bring the string 

on the other side through (ends should be pointing away from each other) and slowly 

pull the ends apart.  Make sure this stays centered- it should also be snug and centered 

under the first bead. 

3. String on a black bead, a main bead, and the other black bead.  Repeat the above 

steps- bring the other end through, pull both ends, and slowly adjust until beads are 

snug below the other beads. 

4. Next, on one side, string on 2 main beads and 3 secondary beads.  Bring the string from 

that same side back through the 2 main beads only.  Adjust so that the beads are right 



up against the previous line of beads.  Repeat this step on the other side- 2 main beads, 

3 secondary beads, and string through only the main beads and adjust. 

5. This is the pattern you are using for the remaining beads.  For the body, repeat the steps 

from the head- string on the beads, bring the opposite string through, and adjust. 

 

6. The legs will be just like the arms- 2 main beads, 3 secondary beads, adjust the side to 

fit.  Lastly, you’re going to make the tail.  You can use whatever pattern you like and the 

stringing is the same- one bead on, opposite string through, adjust and center to the 

body. 

7. Fin!  

 

Notes:  
    Need a visual?  Check out our video here:  
 
Fortune Teller Steps: 

1. Start with your perfect square.  Crease the square diagonally from each corner.  

2.  Fold the paper in half on each side, bringing top edge to bottom edge.  Unfold so 

it’s flat again. 

3. Bring all corners to the center of the paper.  Start with one corner and keep 

rotating til all edges meet at the center.  Press the creases so they stay. 

4. Flip this piece over and fold each corner to the center again- repeating the above 

steps. 

5. Fun part!  We’re starting to fill out the fortune teller- put numbers in increasing 

order of 1-8 on the little triangles (see above).  

6. Write the fortunes underneath the number flaps.  You’ll need 8 total. 

Suggestions include: 

a. Something wicked is headed your way 



b. You will live long and prosper 

c. You’re going to Ace that final! 

7. Flip the fortune teller over and color your squares.You can either color the 

squares or write the name of the color (ex. Red, Blue, Green, Purple.) 

8. Last flip- numbers should be inside and colors should be outside.  Adjust your 

fingers like you’re pinching something and stick one finger under each color. 

Practice pinching and unpinching to see how the “mouth” of the fortune teller 

works.  

9. Find a person (or yourself!) and ask them to: 

a.  pick a color (spell it out by pinching and unpinching your fingers 

“B(open)-L(open other side)-U(open)-E(open other side)” 

b. When you open it, you’ll see 4 numbers.  Ask them to pick one and spell 

that number. 

c. You’ll see more numbers.  Ask them to pick again, then carefully open 

that flap and reveal the fortune! 

 
Enjoy! 


